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We study the recently proposed “stationary measure” in the context of the string landscape sce-
nario. We show that it suffers neither from the “Boltzmann brain” problem nor from the “young-
ness”paradox that makes some other measures predict a high CMB temperature at present. We also
demonstrate a satisfactory performance of this measure in predicting the results of local experiments,
such as proton decay.
I. INTRODUCTION
The great goal of quantum cosmology was to find the
wave function of the universe describing space of all pos-
sible geometries, which was called “superspace” [1, 2].
Unfortunately, this task proved to be extremely compli-
cated. Many advances of quantum cosmology are based
on investigation of a “minisuperspace,” which describes
quantum evolution of a homogeneous and isotropic Fried-
mann universe (e.g. [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]).
Inflationary cosmology provided a simple explanation
of the local homogeneity of the universe but simultane-
ously yielded a picture of the universe consisting of a
large number of exponentially large parts with different
properties [8, 9]. This picture became even more inter-
esting and unusual with the development of the theory of
eternal inflation [10, 11]. In particular, the first paper on
the chaotic eternal inflation [11] contained the following
manifesto:
“From this point of view, an enormously large number
of possible types of compactification which exist e.g. in
the theories of superstrings should be considered not as
a difficulty but as a virtue of these theories, since it in-
creases the probability of the existence of mini-universes
in which life of our type may appear.” Recently this
idea attracted attention of the broad scientific commu-
nity, when it became a part of the string theory landscape
scenario [12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
According to the new cosmological paradigm, the uni-
verse, called more appropriately a“multiverse,”is an eter-
nally growing fractal consisting of infinitely many expo-
nentially large parts with different coupling constants,
particle masses, the effective cosmological constant, and
other “constants of nature.” These parts were called
“mini-universes” [8, 9] or “pocket universes” [17].
The general structure of the multiverse is extremely
complicated; one cannot describe the growing fractal in
terms of a single Friedmann universe or in the minisuper-
space approach. Fortunately, inflation makes each part
of the multiverse locally homogeneous. Rapid expansion
of the universe during inflation makes the evolution of
the parts of the universe of a size much greater than
horizon practically independent of each other. Therefore
one can investigate the formation of different exponen-
tially large parts of the universe using the theory of tun-
neling [18] and a stochastic approach to inflation [19],
study each pocket as a locally homogeneous Friedmann
universe, and then investigate different properties of the
growing fractal by bringing together information about
all pockets. One can call this method a“multisuperspace”
approach. This approach is closely related to the ideol-
ogy of the string theory landscape, which emphasizes the
possibility of choice between an enormously large number
of different vacua of string theory.
This approach allows further generalizations. First of
all, the final outcome of the inflationary evolution de-
pends not only on the properties of the vacuum in the
string theory landscape, but also on the inflationary tra-
jectory which brings us there [20]. For example, if one of
the transitions to the same vacuum state involves tunnel-
ing and another involves slow-roll inflation, then pertur-
bations of metric with flat spectrum are produced only
in those parts of the universe which are produced by the
second mechanism.
More generally, we may be interested not only in pre-
dicting the average properties of a pocket universe, but
also in its detailed structure, geometry and a spatial dis-
tribution of the scalar fields. Then we should take into
account a detailed history of the evolution of the clas-
sical scalar fields and their quantum fluctuations along
each inflationary trajectory.
Consider for example a quantum jump which the in-
flaton field experienced in a vicinity of a given point at
the time corresponding to N e-folds preceding the end of
inflation. A quantum jump against the classical motion
of the inflaton field produces a local increase of energy
density and the corresponding change in the space-time
geometry on scale ∼ H−1eN in the neighborhood of this
point at the end of inflation. On the other hand, a quan-
tum jump along the classical motion of the scalar field
produces a local decrease of energy density on the same
scale. Note that this modification of the space-time ge-
ometry on scale ∼ H−1eN cannot be erased by quantum
fluctuations which occur at any other stage of inflation:
Fluctuations produced much earlier create perturbations
2on exponentially greater scale, whereas the fluctuations
produced later create inhomogeneities on an exponen-
tially smaller scale.
In other words, each quantum inflationary trajectory
produces a distinguishable classical outcome in terms of
the distribution of matter and large-scale geometry. This
observation, which will play an important role in some of
our subsequent considerations, brings the theory of an
inflationary multiverse one step closer to the ultimate
goal of the original superspace approach.
Since the fundamental theory admits a wide range of
possible values of the “constants of nature” and geome-
tries, one can only hope to obtain the probability of ob-
serving a local part of the universe with a given set of
properties. It is natural to assume that our universe is
located at a random place in the multiverse and that
some probability distribution exists for the “typically ob-
served” values of the cosmological parameters. However,
eternal inflation creates infinitely many pocket universes,
each containing a potentially infinite set of observers.
The problem is to define precisely what it means to be
“typical” among infinitely many possible observers and
to compute the resulting distribution of observed param-
eters [21, 22, 23, 24]. This has become known as the
“measure problem” (see Refs. [17, 25, 26, 27] for recent
reviews and discussions).
Several approaches to the solution of the measure prob-
lem have been proposed. All the existing approaches are
based on regulating the infinite set of possible observers
by introducing a cutoff such that the set of observers be-
comes finite and large. Once the cutoff is imposed, dis-
tributions of observable parameters are determined by
sampling the regulated set of observers. The distribu-
tions of observables usually converge to a limit when the
cutoff is removed. This limit is taken as the distribution
of values observed at a random location in the multiverse.
The existing measure prescriptions differ in their meth-
ods of introducing the cutoff. One class of measures
either completely ignores the growth of the volume
[19] or counts only the volume visible to a single ran-
domly chosen world line, as in the causal diamond mea-
sure [28, 29]. Measures of this class may be called
worldline-based measures, in distinction from volume-
based measures that attempt to sample the entire volume
in the spacetime. (A more fine-grained classification of
measure proposals can be found in Refs. [25, 30].) Exist-
ing volume-based proposals include the equal-time cut-
off [11, 21, 22, 23, 24, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35], the “spherical
cutoff”[36, 37], the“comoving horizon cutoff”[38, 39, 40],
the“stationarymeasure”[41], the“no-boundary”measure
with volume weighting [42, 43, 44], and the most recent
“reheating-volume”measure [45, 46, 47] and the bound-
ary measure [48]. The different methods of regularizing
the infinite volume of an eternally inflating universe often
give different results. Thus, predictions for observations
in the multiverse depend on the choice of the cutoff.
This problem, which was recognized a long time ago
[21, 22, 23], still remains unsolved. In the absence of
a mathematically unique cutoff on the set of observers,
one evaluates the competing measure prescriptions on
their own merits. A measure prescription is discarded
if it gives pathological results that are clearly in conflict
with observation. Possible pathologies include “young-
ness” paradox [17] and the related incorrect prediction of
the CMB temperature [49], the “Boltzmann brain” prob-
lem [32, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58], and incorrect
results for local experiments [57]. It has been possible to
rule out some measures on the basis of the presence of
these pathologies.
The focus of this paper is to examine the predictions
of the “stationary measure” [41] in several cases where
pathologies may appear. This measure is an improved
version of the class of the volume-weighted measures pro-
posed in [11, 21, 22, 23, 32]. By explicit calculations we
show that the stationary measure does not suffer from
the youngness paradox, does not bias the observed CMB
temperature towards very low or very high values, does
not predict a dominance of ordinary observers by “Boltz-
mann brains,” and gives consistent results for local ex-
periments, such as proton decay.
II. PREDICTIONS OF THE STATIONARY
MEASURE
In a generic scenario of string theory landscape, the
stationary measure prescription [41] can be formulated
as follows. All the different possible pocket universes are
labeled by j = 1, ..., N . We consider the time-dependent
volume distribution Vj(t) describing the total volume at
time t in pockets of type j.
The distribution Vj(t) can be found as the solution of
the “master equations” [38, 59]
d
dt
Vj =
[
3Hβj −
∑
i
Γj→i
]
Vj +
∑
i
Γi→jVi, (1)
Here Γj→i = λi→j
4pi
3 H
β−4
j , and the transition rates λi→j
per unit time per unit volume between pockets with the
local Hubble rates Hj are considered known.
The parameter β describes different choices of the time
coordinate. For example, β = 1 corresponds to the
proper time, whereas β = 0 corresponds to the time mea-
sured in units of the logarithm of the scale factor a (the
“e-folding time”).
One then defines the incoming flux Qj [32] describing
newly created pockets of type j through the equation
d
dt
Qj(t) =
∑
i
Γi→jVi(t). (2)
The total number of ordinary observers created before
time t is proportional to Qj(t) because ordinary observers
3appear only near reheating surfaces, which occur only
once within each pocket after that pocket is created. If
we are interested in the subset of observers that have a
certain given property, such as a given CMB temperature,
we need to define the corresponding flux Q˜j(t) and use
it instead of Qj(t).
In general, the symbol j may describe not only differ-
ent vacua but a particular type of observers, a particular
large scale distribution of time-dependent scalar fields, or
a state of geometry generated by cosmological evolution
during and after the end of inflation. Note, for exam-
ple, that a given CMB temperature might be the same
for a number of different states, and one must not com-
bine clearly distinguishable outcomes before the multi-
verse probabilities are assigned. This point will be better
illustrated in the following section when the stationary
measure is tested against youngness paradox. For inves-
tigation of these situations, one should use more general
types of equations that include not only the tunneling
probabilities but also the description of slow rolling and
quantum diffusion [19, 21, 22, 60].
The distribution Vj(t) asymptotically reaches a sta-
tionary regime
Vj(t) ≈ V
(0)
j exp
[
3Hβmaxt
]
, (3)
where V
(0)
j are constants determined by a particular land-
scape model, Hmax is of the order of the largest available
Hj [22, 61]. Using Eq. (3), we integrate Eq. (2) and
obtain the asymptotic behavior of Qj(t),
Qj(t) ≈
exp
[
3Hβmaxt
]
3Hmax
∑
i
Γi→jV
(0)
i . (4)
These results may seem a bit paradoxical. Naively,
one could expect that the volume of different parts on
the universe grows at different rates, ∝ e3H
β
j
t, which de-
pend on the local value of the Hubble constant (i.e. on
the local value of the cosmological constant). However,
in this class of measures we are interested in the total
volume of the universe and the total number of observers
in all parts of the universe which allow for their exis-
tence. The universe in the eternal inflation scenario is
a growing fractal; the growth of the fractal is mainly
due to the growth of the parts of the universe with the
largest available vacuum energy density, which produces
the asymptotic growth rate ∝ e3H
β
max
t. The parts of the
fractal where the local expansion is slow (Hj ≪ Hmax)
will nevertheless grow at the same rate, ∝ e3H
β
max
t, due
to the tunneling (or slow rolling) of high-H regions to-
wards the slower-expanding states. For this reason, the
total volume of all parts of the universe grows at the same
global rate e3H
β
max
t regardless of the local expansion rate.
The original idea of Refs. [23, 24] was to relate the
probability of living in different states j to the ratio of
the number of observers Nj(t), which, in its turn, may
depend either on the ratio of Vj or on the ratio of Qj. If
we consider a single universe consisting of different expo-
nentially large parts, as in [11, 21, 22, 23] (rather than
a collection of different universes, as in [24]), then the
exponential factors e3H
β
max
t for different j cancel in these
ratios. However, this cancellation occurs only after the
stationary regime is reached. It takes different times ∆tj
until this stationary regime is established for different
vacua j. Therefore a comparison of different pockets un-
til the stationarity is achieved may not be appropriate.
Indeed, the difference between the time delays inappro-
priately rewards the regions i where inflation ends earlier
as compared with the regions j where inflation ends later
by a huge factor e3H
β
max
(∆tj−∆ti) [41]. This factor is the
main reason of the youngness problem, to be discussed
in the next section, and of the exponential sensitivity of
the results of the prescriptions of Refs. [21, 22, 23, 24] to
the choice of time parametrization (parameter β).
To solve these problems, it was proposed in Ref. [41]
to “reset” the clock in each of the vacua and to com-
pare Vj(t) not at the same time from the beginning of
the cosmological evolution, but at the same time from
the beginning of the stationary regime for each of the
vacua. The main idea of this prescription is to replace
the gauge-noninvariant cut-off at a given time t by a cut-
off determined by some physical condition, such as the
beginning of the regime of stationarity.
Because of the time resetting, according to the sta-
tionary measure prescription [41], the probability ratio
between pockets i and j is given not by the asymptotic
value of the ratio Ni(t)
Nj(t)
, but by the ratio
pi
pj
= lim
t→∞
Ni(t+∆ti)
Nj(t+∆tj)
= lim
t→∞
Ni(t)
Nj(t)
e3H
β
max
(∆ti−∆tj), (5)
where ∆tj are the time delays from the beginning of the
cosmological evolution to the onset of stationarity in the
state j. The extra factor e3H
β
max
(∆ti−∆tj) exactly cancels
the problematic β-dependent factor e3H
β
max
(∆tj−∆ti).
As a result, the probability of any particular out-
come of the cosmological evolution is proportional to
the probability of each inflationary trajectory (which
can be determined e.g. by the probability of quantum
tunneling in the corresponding direction) multiplied by
the growth of volume during the cosmological evolution
[41]. This modification can resolve many of the prob-
lems associated with the original probability measures of
Refs. [11, 21, 22, 23] if the time delays ∆tj are defined
appropriately. In the models where one can ignore infla-
tionary and thermal perturbations, the time delay ∆tj is
determined only by the duration of the slow-roll inflation
plus any other classical post-inflationary evolution [41].
In this case, one can define ∆tj as the time where the
earliest pocket of type j can be created.
4In the next section we will generalize this prescription
to the situations where inflationary and thermal per-
turbations are taken into account. Our goal will be to
demonstrate that the properly defined stationary proba-
bility measure does not suffer from the youngness prob-
lem even with an account taken of perturbations.
III. NO YOUNGNESS PARADOX
The essence of the youngness paradox is the preva-
lence of pocket universes created very recently. As an
example, one may consider various versions of the proper
time cutoff introduced in [11, 21, 22, 23]. Because of
the exponential growth ∝ exp[3Hmaxt] of the number of
pocket universes created at time t, any volume calcula-
tion with a proper time cutoff will yield an exponentially
larger number of pockets that are even slightly younger
and have greater energy density [17]. If one evaluates
anthropic probabilities using the proper time cutoff, one
may conclude that we should live at a very large CMB
temperature [49], in a stark conflict with observation.
(This problem does not appear if one uses the volume-
weighted probability distribution with the scale factor
cutoff [21, 22, 23].)
The stationary measure cures the youngness prob-
lem by explicitly rewarding the “older” pocket universes
through the additional factor exp[3Hmax∆tj ]. Let us first
consider homogeneous pocket universes, ignoring infla-
tionary perturbations, and apply this prescription to the
task of determining the CMB temperature T , which is
an important case where the youngness problem may ap-
pear. Then we consider the total number Nj,T (tc) of
observers that observe the average CMB temperature T
and exist before an asymptotically large cutoff time tc in
pockets of type j.
If we do not use a multiverse measure but ask for the
probability per unit proper 3-volume to live in a local
pocket of type j with temperature T , we will find a
certain probability distribution fj(T ). This distribution
is determined by astrophysics and includes information
about the rate of galaxy formation at different times, as
well as about the likelihood of development of life on
planets. We expect that the distribution fj(T ) remains
unchanged after applying a multiverse measure, as long
as we include only observers in pockets of fixed type j.
The application of the stationary measure requires
finding the time delay until the stationarity is established
for the domains of a certain kind. In the original paper
[41], the stationarity measure was applied to study the
abundance of different vacua, where the detailed analysis
of cosmological perturbations is not required. However, if
we wish to study the distribution of the observables (such
as CMB temperature), then different semi-classical real-
izations of the cosmological evolution, which we will call
”trajectories”, must be considered separately. Each tra-
jectory gives us a unique finial state. We must first find
the time delay of stationarity for each such state before
the multiverse probabilities can be assigned. After the
probability of each trajectory is calculated according to
the stationary measure, the trajectories can be grouped
together to study the distribution of observables such as
CMB temperature.
Once the time delay for all trajectories is found, the
prior relative probability to live in the parts of the uni-
verse with temperatures T1 and T2, will be given by sum-
ming over all trajectories with given properties:∑
Nj,T1(tc)∑
Nj,T2(tc)
∼
fj(T1)V (T1)
fj(T2)V (T2)
. (6)
Here V (Ti) stands for the (in some sense average) local
growth of the volume of the parts of the universe un-
til they reach a stationary regime at a temperature Ti;
note that this quantity does not depend on tc and Hmax.
Since the evolution to smaller T takes longer time, in an
expanding universe one has V (T1) < V (T2) for T1 > T2,
which eliminates the youngness problem. In particular,
in a Friedmann universe the contribution to the proba-
bilities is given by the factor
V (T1)
V (T2)
∼
a3(T1)
a3(T2)
∼
T 32
T 31
. (7)
This factor leads to a very mild preference for smaller
temperatures, i.e. no youngness paradox. This agrees
with the conclusions of Ref. [41] and the results obtained
in Ref. [57] for the case of the calculation of an average
T in each pocket universe.
On the other hand, Ref. [57] suggested that the prob-
lems may resurface when one takes into account the fluc-
tuations of the CMB temperature. The method of the
calculation used in [57] was based on the assumption
that one should first find all states with a given aver-
age temperature T taking into account inflationary per-
turbations, and then reset the clock simultaneously for
all of these states. The average temperature T was cal-
culated using the old, unmodified measure [21, 22, 23],
which may easily bring back the youngness (or oldness)
paradox.
However, this procedure contradicts the spirit of the
stationary measure [41]. According to the prescription
described in the previous section, one should consider all
distinguishable outcomes of the cosmological evolution,
and reset the clock for each of them separately, which
removes the spurious exponential dependence on 3Hmaxt
and all problems associated with it. Only after that one
should take averages and evaluate the most probable av-
erage temperature T .
To explain the meaning of this procedure in application
to situations where inflationary fluctuations are present,
let us consider slow roll inflation driven by a scalar field φ,
accompanied by production of long wavelength quantum
5fluctuation δφ. The wavelength of these perturbations
at the moment of their production is O(H−1), and their
typical amplitude is H2pi . After N e-folds of inflation they
look as a classical scalar field which is homogeneous on
scale H−1eN .
Previously we distinguished between tunneling and
slow rolling ending in different vacua, and studied the
corresponding time delays. However, a listing of the final
vacuum states does not fully describe the final classical
configuration of scalar fields and of the resulting geom-
etry. Let us follow a given point x in comoving coordi-
nates, during a slow roll inflation. The field φ experi-
ences quantum fluctuations of order H2pi during one Hub-
ble time. Let us make a gross simplification and assume
that during each Hubble interval ∆t = H−1 the field φ at
the point x experiences a quantum jump either along the
slow-roll motion of the scalar field or against it, with an
amplitude H2pi . This simplifying assumption is used here
only to help explain the main idea of our approach in a
simpler way. For simplicity, we will also assume here that
inflation is eternal because of metastability of dS vacua
in the landscape, but each slow-roll inflationary trajec-
tory has a finite length; a generalization to the eternal
slow-roll inflation will be discussed elsewhere [60].
If the field jumps down, in the direction of its classical
motion, we will record this fact by writing 1, if it jumps
upwards (against the motion) we will write 0. Any se-
quence of these jumps can be represented in binary code
by a sequence on the type 1001011100100...0010, where
first digit corresponds to the quantum jump at the be-
ginning of inflation, and the last number describes the
quantum jump during the last e-fold of inflation. The
N -th digit in this sequence describes average properties
of space-time geometry and distribution of matter at the
end of inflation on scale H−1eN . For example, if the n’s
digit is 1, then at the end of inflation the average den-
sity of matter in a sphere of size H−1en around the point
x will be smaller that the average density ρ on a larger
scale by δρ, where the density contrast δρ
ρ
can be calcu-
lated by methods developed in [62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67].
Similarly, if the n’s digit is 0, then there will be a local
increase of density around the point x on scale H−1en.
These are two distinctly different outcomes for classical
post-inflationary geometry, which cannot be erased by
perturbations on smaller or greater scales, corresponding
to different n.
This means that any sequence of the type of
1001011100100...0010 consisting of N digits determines
average properties of the space-time geometry near point
x on any of the scales from H−1 to H−1eN . If we change
n’s digit in this sequence, the new sequence will describe a
different spacetime geometry on the scaleH−1en. We can
use these sequences for describing different realizations
of inflationary trajectories taking into account quantum
fluctuations. The stationary measure prescription is then
used for assigning probabilities to each of the bit se-
quences.
To increase precision, one may subdivide time into
smaller intervals, take into account the fact that the am-
plitudes of the inflationary fluctuations may have differ-
ent values, and calculate the total length (total duration
in time) of each realization of an inflationary trajectory at
the point x. For each of these trajectories, one can calcu-
late the total time delay until inflation ends, or the total
number of e-folds of inflation N , and the total volume
growth e3N during inflation. Each of these trajectories
will describe a classical space-time which has different
properties on scales for which the amplitude and the di-
rection of inflationary quantum jumps differ. If we are
interested in different outcomes of the cosmological evo-
lution long after inflation, we should calculate the full
time delay and the total growth of volume until the final
state is reached.
Therefore our basic rules for resetting time should ap-
ply for each of these classes of trajectories, just as they
should apply for bubbles of different vacua. Once we re-
alize this, there is no way back; we must reset time sep-
arately for each trajectory that brings us to a different
state (a state characterized by a different bit sequence).
Then reheating occurs at the same (reset) time for all
of these trajectories, so smaller or greater temperatures
are no longer rewarded or punished by such factors as
e3Hmaxt. This means that neither youngness nor oldness
paradox can appear in this approach.
To summarize, the main difference between our ap-
proach and that of [57] is the order in which the multi-
verse probabilities are assigned and distinct trajectories
are combined. From our perspective, one should first de-
fine the probabilities for each trajectory according to the
stationary measure. Only after the probabilities are as-
signed one can test the measure against observations by
summing the probabilities over all trajectories with com-
mon properties such as CMB temperature. With our
method of calculations, no youngness or oldness paradox
appears in the final results because the source of these
paradoxes is eliminated for each of the possible outcomes
of the cosmological evolution.
IV. NO BOLTZMANN BRAINS
A formation of a “Boltzmann brain” is a spontaneous
appearance of a classical observer (or even a galaxy com-
plete with observers and the CMB radiation) out of vac-
uum fluctuations in empty de Sitter space. The proba-
bility of creating a BB of mass MBB in a pocket of type
j during the epoch of Λ-domination is expected to be of
order
ΓBBj ∝ exp
[
−
MBB
Tj
]
= exp
[
−2pi
MBB
Hj
]
, (8)
where Tj is the de Sitter temperature in pockets of type j
and we have neglected sub-exponential factors. An esti-
6mate for MBB ∼ 100 kg in our vacuum with Λ ∼ 10
−120
yields
ΓBBj ∝ exp
[
−1070
]
. (9)
However, this estimate is valid only if BBs are produced
in dS vacuum with the present value of the cosmological
constant. The best chance for the BBs to be born is
in the hot universe, at T ∼ 300K. At a much greater
temperature, they would be born brain-dead, but at a
smaller temperature the probability of their formation is
exponentially smaller. An estimate of the probability of
a spontaneous formation of a BB at T = 300K gives
ΓBBj (T ∼ 300K) ∝ exp
[
−1040
]
. (10)
It is known that the proper time cutoff does not pre-
dict any appreciable number of BBs relative to ordinary
observers (OOs) [32]. However, this may be seen as the
flip side of the youngness problem that affects the proper
time cutoff. The youngness problem is due to the fact
that the proper time cutoff rewards pockets that reheated
late; these pockets are enormously more numerous than
BBs created at late times in old pockets. The station-
ary measure compensates the reward for young pockets
by rewarding older pockets in equal measure; this effec-
tively removes the youngness problem. Let us show that
this compensation does not reward the BBs.
First of all, let us recall the origin of the BB prob-
lem. Naively, the problem arises because ordinary ob-
servers (OOs) appear only during some finite time in-
terval after formation of each pocket, whereas BBs can
appear from vacuum as long as it exists. If the vacuum
decay takes longer than the rate of growth of the uni-
verse (i.e. Γi < 3Hi), the total number of BBs born in
each particular pocket will grow exponentially with time.
Therefore, eventually the total number of BBs will be-
come much greater than the total number of OOs born
in each particular pocket. This would make ordinary ob-
servers highly atypical.
However, this is not the way one should compare OOs
and BBs in the stationary measure. As we already men-
tioned, the total rate of growth of volume, of the number
of people, of BBs, or of anything else in the universe is
not related to the local growth of volume in each par-
ticular pocket (which is proportional to e3Hit). Instead,
it is determined by the overall rate of growth of the to-
tal volume of the multiverse which is given by e3Hmaxt.In
other words, once the stationarity for the BB production
is attained, there is no additional reward accumulating
during the subsequent evolution of the universe, which is
the main source of the Boltzmann brain problem in other
probability measures.
Instead of investigation of individual pockets, we must
find the time delays of establishing the stationarity
regimes for OOs and BBs, and compare them, following
Eq. (20) of Ref. [41]:
NBBj
NOOj
=
ΓBBj Vj(t
BB
s )
Vj(tOOs )
∼ ΓBBj
(
TOOs
TBBs
)3
. (11)
Here tOOs is the time corresponding to the moment when
the total number of ordinary observers reaches the sta-
tionarity regime, and TOOs is the temperature of the uni-
verse at that time. Meanwhile tBBs (T
BB
s ) is the corre-
sponding time (temperature) for the BBs. If one ignores
quantum and thermal perturbations then tOOs should be
close to the present time, tOOs ∼ O(10
10) years, with
T ∼ 3K, whereas the most active epoch of the BB pro-
duction corresponds to the time tBBs when T ∼ 300K,
as discussed above. If one takes into account thermal
perturbations, then under certain conditions (e.g. BBs
are short-lived) they can be born even earlier, and the
stationarity can be reached at even greater temperature.
In all of these cases, TOOs ≪ T
BB
s , and therefore
NBBj
NOOj
∼ ΓBBj
(
TOOs
TBBs
)3
≪ ΓBBj . exp
[
−1040
]
. (12)
This solves the Boltzmann brain problem for the station-
ary measure.
In our estimates we dropped out the sub-exponential
factors which are necessary, e.g., for a proper normaliza-
tion of ΓBBj as the transition probability per unit time per
unit volume. These factors are unimportant compared
with the enormously small factors like exp
[
−1040
]
, but
it would be satisfying to have a more detailed derivation
of a complete result. We show such a derivation in Ap-
pendix A for a simplified case, ignoring the possibility of
BB formation at high temperature and concentrating on
the often discussed possibility when the BBs are born in
pure de Sitter regime. The results of these calculations
confirm our conclusion that there is no BB problem in
the stationary measure.
We should note that in our investigation we considered
the simplest assumption that the BBs have mass of the
order of 100 kg and are produced in our vacuum with
Λ ∼ 10−120. One may consider a more speculative ver-
sion of this problem and study a possibility that a BB can
be any computer that can appear in any of the vacua in
string theory landscape and run a program similar to the
one that operates in a human brain. In this case, accord-
ing to [35], ΓBBj can be much greater, Γ
BB
j ∼ exp [−10
A],
where A ∼ 20. This may pose a challenge for the causal
diamond measure [28, 29] and for the scale factor cutoff
measure [21, 22, 33], where the solution of the BB prob-
lem requires the rate of the BB production to be smaller
than the rate of vacuum decay in all vacua [34, 35].
This is a very strong requirement, and as of now we do
not know whether this condition can be satisfied.
Meanwhile, according to [41], the ratio of the BBs in
vacuum j and OOs in vacuum i, up to subleading factors,
7is given by
NBBj
NOOi
∼
ΓhjΓ
BB
j
Γhi
. exp [−1020]
Γhj
Γhi
≪
exp [−1020]
Γhi
,
(13)
where Γhi is the probability of tunneling from the vacua
with the maximal energy density to the vacuum i. There-
fore the Boltzmann brain problem does not appear in the
stationary measure if the probability of tunneling Γhi to
at least one of the exponentially large number of anthrop-
ically allowed vacua exceeds exp [−1020]. An investiga-
tion of the rates of tunneling in the landscape performed
in [32, 68, 69, 70] suggests that this condition most prob-
ably is met for many of such vacua.
V. RESULTS OF LOCAL EXPERIMENTS
Before discussing the application of the stationary
measure to predicting local experiments, we would like
to distinguish three quite different computational tasks
where measure prescriptions are currently being applied
in the literature on multiverse cosmology.
The first task is to compare the abundance of“pockets”
(causally separated domains) containing different phys-
ical laws, such as bubbles of different type of vacuum
in the string theory landscape, or superhorizon domains
where physics after reheating is different (this may in-
clude varying particle masses, coupling constants, and
the cosmological constant). One intends to determine
the probability of finding oneself in a region with given
physics. We refer to this task as “pocket counting.”
The second task is to predict whether we are natu-
ral observers that resulted from standard cosmology or
“freak” observers (“Boltzmann brains” or BBs) that re-
sulted from thermal fluctuations in a hot universe or in
an empty de Sitter space. This is the “BB problem.”
The third task is to predict results of local experiments
performed in a given pocket with a given set of local phys-
ical laws. Experiments are distinguished from observa-
tions in that experiments can be repeated under chosen
conditions, while observations determine the properties
near our accidental position in the universe that we can-
not choose.
The answers to the first and the second questions nec-
essarily involve a multiverse measure. Answering the
third question is possible without applying the multiverse
measure, once a pocket universe is chosen. For instance,
one can (in principle) compute the mean number of galax-
ies created at different times after reheating and thus de-
termine the probability distribution of the observed CMB
temperature fj(T ) in a randomly chosen galaxy within
a pocket of type j. Similarly, one can determine the
probability of observing an upward or a downward spin
direction of an electron in a given quantum state, or the
probability of decay of an unstable particle with known
half-life. Such predictions are standard tasks in physics
and do not require the consideration of a multiverse.
Nevertheless, one may try to apply a multiverse mea-
sure to the calculation of probabilities of local experi-
ments and see what happens. As an example, one may
consider an experiment that measures the lifetime of an
unstable particle. If we use the volume distribution in the
proper time cutoff [22], the observers who saw the parti-
cle decay (by chance) a time δt earlier will be rewarded
by an additional volume expansion factor exp(3Hmaxδt),
where Hmax is typically close to the Hubble rate of the
fastest-expanding pocket in the landscape, which may be
near Planck scale or other highest energy scale accessi-
ble to inflation. The enormous factor exp(3Hmaxδt) is
likely to dominate the probability distribution of out-
comes. Hence, we would have to conclude that every
unstable particle decays practically at once, regardless of
the pocket type. This is essentially the youngness prob-
lem in a different guise. The same result is found from
the equal-time cutoff in any other time foliation except
the scale factor time τ ≡ ln a(t), where the additional
expansion is no longer exponential but is equal merely
to the small Hubble expansion during the experiment,
a3(t2)/a
3(t1). This factor, however, will be very large for
the proton decay whose half-life time is sufficiently large,
or for processes in the hot universe that expands very
quickly.
If we use the stationary measure, the bias factor
exp(3Hmaxδt), which could have lead to problems with
the measures with the proper time cutoff, is identically
removed, but the resulting decay rate still depends on the
details of the landscape. A yet another answer is given by
using the “comoving” probability distribution Pc [11, 19]
or the causal diamond measure [28]. According to both
of these latter measures, the most likely observed particle
decay time depends not only on the landscape, but also
on the initial conditions at the beginning of the evolution
of the universe.
It may appear that all of these measures violate uni-
tarity and should be abandoned. However, if one re-
stricts attention to pocket universes of a single type j, it
turns out that the stationary measure, as well as the “co-
moving”probability distribution and the causal diamond
measure, predict correctly the results of local measure-
ments. It would be interesting to understand whether
one may consider a measure prescription as flawed if it
does not yield unmodified probabilities for local measure-
ments when restricted to pockets of one type. For a crit-
ical discussion of this possibility, see Appendix B.
As a test of the stationary measure in this respect,
consider a local experiment that produces outcomes 1 and
2 with probabilities p1 and p2. Additionally, we assume
that the experiment lasts for times δt1 and δt2 if the two
respective outcomes are obtained. We will now apply
the stationary measure to predicting the results of this
experiment.
8For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to pockets of one
type j and assume that all experiments begin at a fixed
time t0 after reheating in each pocket, at a unit rate per
3-volume of reheating surface. Therefore, the number
N1(tc) of observers before time tc who saw the outcome
1 is determined by the total volume in pockets j of reheat-
ing regions where reheating occurred at time tc− t0− δt1
or earlier. This volume is equal to Qj(tc − t0 − δt1).
Hence,
N1(tc) = p1Qj(tc − t0 − δt1). (14)
Similarly, the number of observers who saw outcome
2 is N2 = p2Qj(tc − t0 − δt2). The stationary mea-
sure prescription adjusts these volumes by the factors
exp [3Hmaxδt1] and exp [3Hmaxδt2]; the time delays are
equal to δt1 and δt2. Hence, the result of applying the
stationary measure prescription is
N1(tc)
N2(tc)
exp[3Hmax(δt1 − δt2)] =
p1
p2
. (15)
It follows that the stationary measure prescription gives
unchanged results for local experiments, as long as one
restricts the calculation to pockets of fixed type.
VI. DISCUSSION
Investigation of the probability measure in eternal in-
flation and string theory landscape is one of the most
challenging problems of modern physics. It might hap-
pen that by identifying a probability measure which does
not lead to paradoxes, we will move towards finding a
preferable basis for a consistent semiclassical description
of the multiverse.
One of the intuitively attractive predictions of the sta-
tionary measure is that the probability to live in a pocket
of a given type is proportional to the growth of volume of
the universe during slow-roll inflation [41]. This correctly
reproduces the standard feature of non-eternal inflation
models in compact universes, where the total number of
observers is finite and can be calculated unambiguously.
This result helps to explain why inflation is desirable even
in the situations where its probability is small, and when
it requires fine-tuning of the potential. This measure,
unlike several others, predicts Ω = 1, which is confirmed
by observations with ever increasing precision.
This feature of the stationary measure may backfire if
there is an unlimited number of flat directions in the land-
scape. In that case, one may argue that most observers
should live in the pockets where inflation is described by
models with very flat potentials, which makes inflation
extremely long. In some (but not all) inflationary mod-
els, the flattening of the potential decreases the amplitude
of perturbations of metric. Some authors call this feature
the “Q-catastrophe,” arguing that it could lead to a pre-
diction of an extremely small amplitude of perturbations
of metric [71, 72]. We do not know yet whether this is a
real problem; several possible solutions have been already
proposed, see e.g. [31, 73, 74]. For a detailed investiga-
tion of this issue one would need to have a much better
understanding of inflation in the string theory landscape.
The stationary measure is based on the idea that one
should replace the time-dependent cutoff by a cutoff asso-
ciated with some invariant physical properties of the cos-
mological evolution. It is quite possible that in the future
the concept of stationarity will be replaced by something
else, which will have a simpler operational meaning. One
possible way to generalize our approach is to include a
cutoff on the scale of self-reproduction of the universe
in the regime of a slow-roll inflation; another possibil-
ity is to consider as distinguishable only those outcomes
that can be actually verified by direct measurements in
a given vacuum. We are planning to consider these and
other possibilities in [60]. However, our analysis of this
measure indicates that already at the present stage of its
development it has some important advantages. In this
paper we argued that it exhibits neither the youngness
paradox, nor the Boltzmann brain problem, nor a bias
in predictions for local measurements. In addition, the
results obtained using this measure do not depend on ini-
tial conditions and show only mild dependence on time
parametrization in all of those cases which we were able
to study [41, 60]. Therefore we believe that the station-
ary measure is a viable volume-based multiverse measure
which deserves further investigation.
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Appendix A: ABUNDANCE OF BOLTZMANN
BRAINS
We will compare the abundance of BBs with that of or-
dinary observers according to Eq. (5). For simplicity we
confine attention to the case when BBs are produced dur-
ing the Λ-dominated era, i.e. we approximate the pocket
9universe by de Sitter spacetime. Results will not be qual-
itatively different if we take into account the initial stage
of the Friedmann expansion.
Let us denote by Vj(t; age > δt
BB
j ) the total 3-volume
of pockets of type j that nucleated at time t − δtBBj or
earlier; we call this the “aged” volume. The nucleation
rate of BBs at time t is then ΓBBj Vj(t; age > δt
BB
j ), where
ΓBBj is the nucleation rate of BBs per unit 4-volume. The
“aged” volume Vj(t; age > δt
BB
j ) is produced out of the
entire volume Vj(t− δt
BB
j ) at time t− δt
BB
j through ex-
pansion and decays due to tunneling to other pockets. To
keep track of that volume, let us consider the total vol-
ume Vj(t0) in pockets j at time t0, and let us temporarily
disregard tunneling from other pockets into j at t > t0
since such tunneling yields “younger” volume. Hence, at
time t > t0 some of the initial volume Vj(t0) will have
decayed to other pockets, while the rest of that volume
will have grown due to expansion at the local Hubble
rate Hj . We temporarily denote the resulting volume by
V˜j(t; t0). In other words, V˜j(t; t0) is the part of the vol-
ume in pockets j at time t that has not tunneled, out of
the total volume present at an earlier time t0. We may
write the differential equation for V˜j(t; t0),
d
dt
V˜j(t; t0) =
[
3Hj −
∑
i
Γj→i
]
V˜j(t; t0), (A1)
together with the initial condition
V˜j(t0; t0) = Vj(t0). (A2)
Once Eqs. (A1)–(A2) are solved, we will have Vj(t; age >
δtBBj ) = V˜j(t; t− δt
BB
j ). The solution is
V˜j(t; t0) = Vj(t0) exp
[
3H˜j(t− t0)
]
, (A3)
where we have defined for brevity
3H˜j ≡ 3Hj −
∑
i
Γj→i. (A4)
Hence we obtain the expression for the “aged” volume,
Vj(t; age > δt
BB
j ) = Vj(t− δt
BB
j ) exp
[
3H˜jδt
BB
j
]
. (A5)
The number NBBj (t) of BB observers in pockets of type
j at time t is found from the equation
d
dt
NBBj (t) = Γ
BB
j Vj(t− δt
BB
j ) exp
[
3H˜jδt
BB
j
]
. (A6)
Using the exponential asymptotes of Vj(t), we integrate
the above equation to
NBBj (t) =
ΓBBj
3Hmax
Vj(t− δt
BB
j ) exp
[
3H˜jδt
BB
j
]
. (A7)
Finally, we compute the ratio of BBs to normal ob-
servers in pockets j by adjusting the time arguments ac-
cording to the stationary measure prescription,
NBBj (t+∆tj + δt
BB
j )
Qj(t+∆tj)
=
ΓBBj V
(0)
j∑
i Γi→jV
(0)
i
exp
[
3H˜jδt
BB
j
]
.
(A8)
Since the eigenvalue Hmax and the coefficients V
(0)
j sat-
isfy the master equation,
3HmaxV
(0)
j =
(
3Hj −
∑
i
Γj→i
)
V
(0)
j +
∑
i
Γi→jV
(0)
i ,
(A9)
we obtain the final probability ratio
NBBj (t+∆tj + δt
BB
j )
Qj(t+∆tj)
=
ΓBBj
3Hmax − 3H˜j
exp
[
3H˜jδt
BB
j
]
.
(A10)
However, this is not yet the complete answer. The sig-
nificance of the probability current Qj is that it gives the
amount of new volume which can be populated by OOs.
The number of OOs is proportional to Qj multiplied by
the total number of OOs which are born per unit volume
at the time when the stationarity is reached. Since we
are dealing with enormously large (or small) numbers,
for our purposes it is sufficient to make a rough estimate:
NOOj > QjH
3
j (more than one observer per horizon).
Since Hmax ≫ H˜j , it follows that
NBBj (t+∆tj + δt
BB
j )
NOOj (t+∆tj)
<
ΓBBj
3HmaxH3j
exp
[
3H˜jδt
BB
j
]
.
(A11)
The last factor exactly reproduces the ratio of the vol-
umes in the second term in Eq. (11). Thus we confirmed
our previous calculation of the BB abundance, up to the
sub-exponential factor 3HmaxH
3
j .
Appendix B: LOCAL EXPERIMENTS AND THE
MULTIVERSE
In this appendix we discuss whether the multiverse
measure can be used at all for predicting the results of
local experiments.
When computing the probability of being born in a
pocket of a given type, we are essentially talking about
the result of the first observation, i.e. an observation not
conditioned to our previous experience. Using the lan-
guage of quantum mechanics, we are discussing a reduc-
tion of the wave function of the universe at the moment
of the first observation. Meanwhile, when we consider lo-
cal experiments, we are trying to evaluate the probability
of a sequence of events, which requires reducing the wave
function twice: once at the beginning of the experiment,
and once at the end. The result of the second experi-
ment will depend not on the original wave function but
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on the reduced one, i.e. on the result of the first experi-
ment. Therefore in general it may be incorrect to use the
original unreduced wave function (or the original proba-
bility distribution) for the prediction of the outcome of
the second experiment.
This may seem to be a scholastic discussion; however,
let us give an example that may show that this issue
is relevant. Some time ago Hawking made a statement
that the arrow of time is reversed when a closed universe
reaches its largest size and starts to collapse [75]. In other
words, when the universe reaches the state of maximal
expansion and begins to contract, the dead will rise from
their graves. This result was highly counter-intuitive, but
at the first glance there could be nothing wrong about it.
Indeed, according to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation [2],
the wave function of the universe does not depend on time
because the total Hamiltonian of the universe vanishes.
Thus, in the absence of other factors, the wave function
of the universe is a function of the scale factor only. And
therefore the wave function should gradually return to its
original state when the scale factor of the universe turns
around and begins to decrease.
However, one needs to be careful in interpreting the
wave function of the universe. If the wave function is
independent of time, one cannot talk about the arrow of
time or about the time dependence of the scale factor. To
make sense out of this discussion, one must first divide
the universe into two parts, a macroscopic observer and
the rest of the universe, and then describe the evolution
of the universe from the point of view of the observer [2].
Once this division is performed, the wave function of
the rest of the universe depends not only on the scale
factor but also on the time as measured by the observer.
Then the simple argument relating the arrow of time
to the scale factor becomes invalid. When an observer
makes experiments describing the rest of the universe, he
does not care that prior to his first observation the wave
function was a function of the scale factor only. Instead,
he studies a tremendously reduced wave function describ-
ing a huge universe, where the entropy can only grow and
the arrow of time never turns back. For a closely related
discussion of this issue see e.g. [76].
We discussed this example because it may be relevant
to the possibility of describing local experiments using
the multiverse measure. Eternal inflation and jumps be-
tween different vacua are possible only because of quan-
tum effects. We are trying to study this quantum process
using semiclassical tools. If our results appear nonsensi-
cal, this may be an indication that we are using our semi-
classical intuition in the situations where that intuition
does not apply.
It may happen that this is the deep reason for the para-
doxes which we sometimes encounter at least with some
of the proposed probability measures. It may also hap-
pen that some of these measures can give us the right
answer concerning to probability to live in the universe
where protons may exist. When we find protons around
us, we learn something important about our part of the
universe, which strongly reduces the wave function of the
rest of the universe. After that, instead of using the origi-
nal non-reduced wave function (which in our case is sup-
posed to be approximately described by the multiverse
approach), we should use our local laws of physics to
describe the proton decay, just as we should have been
using local laws of physics to study arrow of time in the
example described above.
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